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Is there anything else I can help you find?

So … Well, guess I’ll catch you later then!

Is there anything else I can help you find?
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Logistic regression (5sec)

Boosted trees (5sec)
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Mean early detection time (seconds)

Model Classification 

error

Mean 

squared error

Majority Baseline 24.9% 0.1880

Heuristic based model (H) 13.9% 0.1134

FocusOfAttention (A) 17.0% 0.1249

FaceLocation (L) 16.3% 0.1265

TrackingConfidence (C) 18.8% 0.1468

Interaction/Dialog (D) 21.3% 0.1526

A+L 13.5% 0.1057

A+L+C 11.7% 0.0955

A+L+C+D 11.5% 0.0924

Full model (A+L+C+H+H) 10.9% 0.0863
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Speaker:

Listener:

Speaker:

Listener:

Speaker:

Listener:

from Conversational Organization: Interaction Between Speakers and Hearers





Infers attention on various targets

Relies on ML model for geometric visual attention

Leverage features from visual subsystems

Defined at phrase level

Specified at onset and production

Define expected targets

≠

… … …  Excuse me! … … … To get … … … To get to 3800

Phrase 1

Wait Interject Wait Speak 2w Wait Speak phrase

Phrase 2

go to […]







sensing and computation details
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